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Thea Stilton and the Spanish Dance Mission (Thea Stilton #16) 2013-08-27
join thea stilton and the thea sisters on this adventure packed with mystery and friendship the thea sisters are visiting friends
at a lively festival in spain but the theft of a precious fan turns their trip into an investigation they end up hot on the trail
of a secret treasure but they re not the only ones searching for it can the mouselets solve the mystery in time it s a mission
full of flamenco dance

Blossa Sisters and the Dance Mission 2018-05-07
we always think our life is all about adventures but in this story you will go through the adventure of marine animals all
creatures in this world have emotions like sunhairi sisters are connected heart to heart distance and time can never break them
apart like the characters of this book we know fun happiness failure and success good and bad are the drivers of our life but in
my view it happens to all the creation of god the moment you go deep down into this book you will get lost with dreams

The Spanish Dance Mission 2013
at a festival in spain the thea sisters become involved in a mystery after a valuable fan is stolen

Thea Stilton and the Spanish Dance Mission (Thea Stilton #16) 2013-08-27
join thea stilton and the thea sisters on this adventure packed with mystery and friendship the thea sisters are visiting friends
at a lively festival in spain but the theft of a precious fan turns their trip into an investigation they end up hot on the trail
of a secret treasure but they re not the only ones searching for it can the mouselets solve the mystery in time it s a mission
full of flamenco dance

Thea Stilton and the Spanish Dance Mission 2013-12-31
the thea sisters are visiting friends in spain when a mysterious theft turns their trip into an investigation they end up hot on
the trail of a secret treasure the mouselets are in for an incredible adventure full of flamenco dance

Dance Challenge (Thea Stilton Mouseford Academy #4) 2018-04-24
join thea stilton and the thea sisters on an adventure through mouseford academy the thea sisters and all the mouselets are
delighted about the new performing arts program being offered at the academy all of them are looking forward to different courses
such as singing acting and dancing that is until they meet the head of the department they find out that they have to audition
just to get in the classes

The Ghost-dance Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890 1991-01-01
responding to the rapid spread of the ghost dance among tribes of the western united states in the early 1890s james mooney set
out to describe and understand the phenomenon he visited wovoka the ghost dance prophet at his home in nevada and traced the
progress of the ghost dance from place to place describing the ritual and recording the distinctive song lyrics of seven separate



tribes his classic work first published in 1896 and here reprinted in its entirety for the first time includes succinct cultural
and historical introductions to each of those tribal groups and depicts the ghost dance among the sioux the fears it raised of an
indian outbreak and the military occupation of the sioux reservations culminating in the tragedy at wounded knee seeking to
demonstrate that the ghost dance was a legitimate religious movement mooney prefaced his study with a historical survey of
comparable millenarian movements among other american indian groups in addition to his work on the ghost dance james mooney is
best remembered for his extraordinarily detailed studies of the cherokee indians of the southeast and the kiowa and other tribes
of the southern plains and for his advocacy of american indian religious freedom

Lonely Planet San Francisco 2019-12-01
lonely planet the world s leading travel guide publisher lonely planet s san francisco is your passport to the most relevant up to
date advice on what to see and skip and what hidden discoveries await you admire the brilliance of the golden gate bridge swing
down balmy alley for a slice of mission life and take in the city s hills on a cable car ride all with your trusted travel
companion get to the heart of san francisco and begin your journey now inside lonely planet s san francisco new pull out passport
size just landed card with wi fi atm and transportation info all you need for a smooth journey from airport to hotel full colour
maps and images throughout highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests insider tips
to save time and money and get around like a local avoiding crowds and trouble spots essential info at your fingertips hours of
operation phone numbers websites transit tips prices honest reviews for all budgets eating sleeping sightseeing going out shopping
hidden gems that most guidebooks miss cultural insights give you a richer more rewarding travel experience history art food drink
sport politics over 43 maps covers golden gate park fisherman s wharf downtown north beach chinatown nob hill the mission the
castro the haight japantown berkeley napa and sonoma valleys and more the perfect choice lonely planet s san francisco is our most
comprehensive guide to san francisco and is perfect for discovering both popular and off the beaten path experiences about lonely
planet lonely planet is a leading travel media company and the world s number one travel guidebook brand providing both inspiring
and trustworthy information for every kind of traveler since 1973 over the past four decades we ve printed over 145 million
guidebooks and grown a dedicated passionate global community of travelers you ll also find our content online and in mobile apps
video 14 languages nine international magazines armchair and lifestyle books ebooks and more lonely planet guides are quite simply
like no other new york times lonely planet it s on everyone s bookshelves it s in every traveller s hands it s on mobile phones it
s on the internet it s everywhere and it s telling entire generations of people how to travel the world fairfax media australia
ebook features best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones downloadable pdf and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges
effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews add notes to personalise your guidebook experience seamlessly flip between
pages bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash embedded links to recommendations websites zoom in
maps and images inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing important notice the digital edition of this book may not contain all of
the images found in the physical edition

Dance to the Moon 2021-12
this story is a magical one magical and quite true it s a story about friendship and believing and yes dancing too it s about not
giving up it s about following your dreams it s going to make you smile go on take a read have you ever been told no when it comes
to chasing your dreams olivia and milo are on a mission a mission to dance their way to the moon but they quickly realize that it
may be harder than they thought after meeting many doubters along the way that they say their dream is impossible luckily milo
reminds his sister that they already have the one special thing that can actually take them to the moon



Protestant Aesthetics and the Arts 2020-01-27
the reformation was one of the defining cultural turning points in western history even if there is a longstanding stereotype that
protestants did away with art and material culture rather than reject art and aestheticism protestants developed their own
aesthetic values which protestant aesthetics and the arts addresses as it identifies and explains the link between theological
aesthetics and the arts within a protestant framework across five hundred years of history featuring essays from an international
gathering of leading experts working across a diverse set of disciplines protestant aesthetics and the arts is the first study of
its kind containing essays that address protestantism and the fine arts visual art music literature and architecture and
historical and contemporary protestant theological perspectives on the subject of beauty and imagination contributors challenge
accepted preconceptions relating to the boundaries of theological aesthetics and religiously determined art disrupt traditional
understandings of periodization and disciplinarity and seek to open rich avenues for new fields of research building on renewed
interest in protestantism in the study of religion and modernity and the return to aesthetics in christian theological inquiry
this volume will be of significant interest to scholars of theology aesthetics art and architectural history literary criticism
and religious history

Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution 1896
annual report of the bureau of ethnology to the secretary of the smithsonian institution

Annual Reports 1896
dance has the power to change the lives of young people it is a force in shaping identity affirming culture and exploring heritage
in an increasingly borderless world creative and empowering pedagogies are driving curriculum development worldwide where the
movement of peoples and cultures generates new challenges and possibilities for dance education in multiple contexts in dance
education around the world perspectives on dance young people and change writers across the globe come together to reflect comment
on and share their expertise and experiences the settings are drawn from a spectrum of countries with contributions from europe
the americas the middle east asia the pacific and africa giving insights and fresh perspectives into contrasting ideas
philosophies and approaches to dance education from egypt to ghana brazil to finland jamaica to the netherlands the uk usa
australia new zealand and more this volume offers chapters and narratives on curriculum developments worldwide empowering
communities through dance embodiment and creativity in dance teaching exploring and assessing learning in dance as artistic
practice imagined futures for dance education reflection evaluation analysis and documentation are key to the evolving ecology of
dance education and research involving individuals communities and nations dance education around the world perspectives on dance
young people and change provides a great resource for dance educators practitioners and researchers and pushes for the furtherance
of dance education around the world charlotte svendler nielsen is assistant professor and head of educational studies at the
department of nutrition exercise and sports research group body learning and identity university of copenhagen denmark stephanie
burridge lectures at lasalle college of the arts and singapore management university and is the series editor for routledge
celebrating dance in asia and the pacific



Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution 1896
geronimo s adventurous sister thea narrates this fabulous adventure that s packed with action mystery and friendship during a
marine biology lesson at mouseford academy the thea sisters learn about a mysterious shipwreck off whale island according to
legend a very rare diamond called jasmine s heart was on the ship when it sank when biology teacher professor van kraken
disappears the thea sisters have to dive into the deep ocean to find him and the jewel and just when they think their adventures
are over the thea sisters receive an invitation to travel to china to find another missing treasure it s an adventure these five
world traveling mice will never forget

Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution 1896
this volume is a comprehensive history of of southern plains powwow culture an interdisciplinary highly collaborative ethnography
based on more than two decades of participiation in powwows addressing how the powwow has changed over time

Dance Education around the World 2015-04-21
susan manning is a professor of english theater and performance studies at northwestern university and the author of ecstasy and
the demon the dances of mary wigman book jacket

Thea Stilton and the Ghost of the Shipwreck (Thea Stilton #3) 2011-09-01
jewish choreographers have not only been vital contributors to american modern and postmodern dance but they have also played a
critical and unacknowledged role in american jewish culture this book delineates this rich history demonstrating how over the
twentieth century dance enabled american jews to grapple with identity difference cultural belonging and pride

Across Chrysê 1883
eddie didn t favor anyone in his family fair blonde and green eyed he stood in sharp contrast to the other darker complected dark
haired blue eyed members the difference created a rift in the family fabric and his mother singled him out for abuse irrationally
holding him responsible for the family s turmoil little eddie struggled with the severity of his maltreatment but by age eleven
could no longer handle the circumstances of his life he decided his only escape would be to die that by conscious will he could
simply resolve to give up life and cease to exist eddie s mind alerted to his decision and believing the ultimate goal for any
entity was to continue regardless of form or quality of life was determined to survive panicked at the threat of cessation his
mind made a desperate decision it fractured his personality and created randy from traits that had been repressed in eddie randy a
tough defiant individual was created to bring new energy new life and stand in defense of the defeated accepting eddie rising to
the challenge he accepted the responsibility of his creation and was fiercely focused to protecting eddie while endeavoring to
create new circumstances for the life they shared randy was proud of his efforts to save eddie he knew he was eddie s paladin his
champion created for a noble purpose to bring eddie back from the brink of oblivion after many struggles randy s efforts appeared
to be successful and the mind considered the possibility of enjoying the existence he d insured it pondered the idea of eddie



being involved with the world rather than merely persisting through the time allotted for the life aware of eddie s inability to
interact with the world around him the mind again fractured the personality creating jesse a new facet an aesthetic personality
focused to tender feelings of love and friendship and aspects which determine quality of life jesse felt he was created to
experience emotions and appreciate beauty to evolve the repressed side of the personality to bring stability to the entity he
believed he was born to search for love to find the emotional equilibrium that would bring the separate identities into harmony
developed from suppressed characteristics jesse was creative and confident loving and inquisitive charming and fun loving and he
was on a quest determined to achieve his goal without eddie s awareness of them randy and jesse sought to balance their existence
and hoped they were achieving what they saw as a normal life until jesse experienced an incident which shattered that belief and
forced them to realize they had not progressed as far as they thought jesse s realization that he had made a terrible mistake was
devastating jumping to a conclusion randy the controlling personality in his determination to fend off any challenges to them felt
he must take over to handle the crisis in an effort to protect them

A Dancing People 2003
dancing feat is the story of one englishman s attempt to deal with his appalling dance ability by dancing his way round colombia
join inveterate dance coward neil bennion as he romps through this land of swashbuckling peaks and luscious coastlines learning
new dances as he goes when he s not doing everything in his power to avoid them that is get an insight into colombian dance from
the urban forms found in nightclubs to folkloric dances steeped in historical significance learn about the truth and legend of
this famously troubled country meet a people who are amongst the kindest and warmest anywhere on the planet unless you re trying
to get away with not dancing some six months after he began he s honour bound to put on a show of the dances he s learnt but can
such a bad dancer really make the necessary transformation is it even possible to remember so many dances and is there a window
backstage big enough for an adult male to fit through

Dance Administration 1985
lamothe paves the way for new theories and methods in the study of religion and dance by critiquing and displacing a conceptual
dichotomy between religion and dance forged in the colonial era that justified western christian hostility towards dance
traditions across six continents over six centuries

New German Dance Studies 2012-05-21
embracing dramatic similarities glaring disjunctions and striking innovations this book explores the history and context of dance
on the land we know today as the united states of america designed for weekly use in dance history courses it traces dance in the
usa as it broke traditional forms crossed genres provoked social and political change and drove cultural exchange and collision
the authors put a particular focus on those whose voices have been silenced unacknowledged and or uncredited exploring racial
prejudice and injustice intersectional feminism protest movements and economic conditions as well as demonstrating how socio
political issues and movements affect and are affected by dance in looking at concert dance vernacular dance ritual dance and the
convergence of these forms the chapters acknowledge the richness of dance in today s usa and the strong foundations on which it
stands milestones are a range of accessible textbooks breaking down the need to know moments in the social cultural political and
artistic development of foundational subject areas this book is ideal for undergraduate courses that embrace culturally responsive
pedagogy and seek to shift the direction of the lens from western theatrical dance towards the wealth of dance forms in the united
states



Dancing Jewish 2014
dance production design and technology introduces you to the skills you need to plan design and execute the technical aspects of a
dance production while it may not seem that staging a dance production is that different from a play or musical in reality a dance
performance offers up unique intricacies and challenges all its own from scenery that accommodates choreography to lighting design
that sculpts the body and costumes that complement movement this unique book approaches the process of staging a dance production
from a balanced perspective making it an essential resource for dancers and designers alike covering a broad range of topics
author jeromy hopgood takes the reader through the process of producing dance from start to finish including pre production
planning collaboration production process personnel performance spaces design disciplines lighting sound scenery costumes
projections stage management and more bridging the gap between theatrical and dance design the book includes a quick reference
guide for theatrical and dance terminology useful in giving dancers and designers a common working vocabulary that will ensure
productive communication across the different fields

The Drama of Dance in the Local Church 2005-07
make the most of your time on earthtm with the rough guide to tanzania the rough guide to tanzania is the definitive guide to one
of africa s most beautiful destinations with clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best attractions from climbing mount
kilimanjaro to the exotic indian ocean beaches of zanzibar you ll also find an in depth and full colour guide to tanzania s
spectacular wildlife and national parks and the most accurate map of the magically labyrinthine stone town based on satellite
imagery from tanzania s volcanic landscapes of ngorongoro crater to arranging a serengeti safari the guide includes practical
information on getting there and around plus reviews of the best tanzanian hotels restaurants bars and shopping for all budgets
you ll find introductory sections on tanzania s cultural customs health food drink and outdoor activities as well as specialist
tanzanian tour operators and an introduction to learning kiswahili rely on expert background information on everything from bull
fighting in pemba through to the mosaic of ethnic groups in tanzania explore all corners of this fascinating country with the
clearest maps of any guide

Autumn's Dancing Leaves 1999-03-01
firsthand sources are brought together to illuminate the diversity of american history in a unique way by sharing the perspectives
of people of color who participated in landmark events this invaluable four volume compilation is a comprehensive source of
documents that give voice to those who comprise the american mosaic illustrating the experiences of racial and ethnic minorities
in the united states each volume focuses on a major racial ethnic group african americans american indians asian americans and
pacific islanders and latinos documents chosen by the editors for their utility and relevance to popular areas of study are
organized into chronological periods from historical to contemporary the collection includes eyewitness accounts legislation
speeches and interviews together they tell the story of america s diverse population and enable readers to explore historical
concepts and contexts from multiple viewpoints introductions for each volume and primary document provide background and history
that help students understand and critique the material the work also features a useful primary document guide bibliographies and
indices to aid teachers librarians and students in class work and research

Dancing Feat 2014-11-21
about the book millions of americans have epilepsy at age 34 holly eckert joined them from the day she discovered that through



many years her life became a journey of personal growth and self discovery why was this happening what should she do who was she
now that she seized these were only a few of the questions she asked herself in the face of her new reality holly s walk with
chronic illness became one of awakening and healing in it she learned many lessons in life while confronting the flaws failures
ignorance and corruption permeating the american medical industry and sensing first hand the resiliency of the human mind and body
daily tending to the chores of chronic illness she scoffed at the paradox between the medical industry s responses and her own
life s experiences over time holly realized that illness can play important positive roles in a human life traveling her path
where health and illness intertwine it became clear to her that illness can give as much as it takes away this convinced her that
when allowed the time and space to be ill a person can find true health again a real life phenomenon rarely discussed by doctors
and patients in seized searching for health in the united states holly tells the story of her journey with illness that well told
personal tale provides a lens through which a reader can explore the common experience of searching for health in the united
states who would have imagined that it would be a dance artist who does so well exploring the many dimensions of illness and the
failures of the united states healthcare system but that s precisely what happens here in seized about the author holly eckert
grew up in a small town in the mountains of idaho where she learned to dance from a former ballerina with the new york ballet who
also lived there after high school she took her scholarships and went to the evergreen state college there she combined dance and
social sciences to create her own integrated studies program her education prepared her to go to seattle and pursue her artistic
mission of exploring substantive topics inside the art of dance winning awards and praise for her artwork holly pursued her
passion with passion and made choreography about things like the experience of fear and the injustices of the us prison system she
was healthy and strong into her mid thirties when one day she suddenly began seizing uncontrollably epilepsy quickly overwhelmed
her life it sent holly on a diverse personal journey on her travels she discovered many new things about herself and as she did
she learned more and more about the potentials for healing that exist inside the human body she also learned a great deal about
the tragic failures of the united states medical system that often inhibits these possibilities from being realized knowing that
she liked to write as well as dance holly decided to tell this story through words not movements her readers continually give her
praise for her efforts

A History of Theory and Method in the Study of Religion and Dance 2018-10-22
vols 13 62 include abridged annual reports and proceedings of the annual meetings of the american missionary association 1869 1908
v 38 62 include abridged annual reports of the congregational home missionary society s executive committee 1883 84 1907 08

Milestones in Dance in the USA 2022-09-30
arguing that social dance haunted the interwar imagination zimring reveals the powerful figurative importance of music and dance
both in the aftermath of war and during britain s entrance into cosmopolitan modernity and the modernization of gender relations
analysing paintings films memoirs ballet documentary texts and writings by modernist authors zimring illuminates the ubiquitous
presence of social dance in the british imagination during a time of cultural transition and recuperation

Dance Production 2015-09-07
in the dazzling world of professional ballroom dancing where passion precision and elegance collide a tale of destiny and love
unfolds dancing with destiny invites you to step into the enchanting world of scarlet a tenacious dancer grappling with a life
altering injury and callahan a former champion whose heart has been scarred by lost love amidst the graceful swirl of ballroom
gowns and the rhythmic beats of dance fate weaves an intricate tapestry uniting these two souls on an unforeseen journey scarlet
once a rising star in the competitive world of ballroom dance now faces the daunting challenge of overcoming a crippling injury



that threatens to shatter her dreams callahan a once revered figure in the world of dance withdrew from the spotlight after a
heartbreak that left him shattered and embittered as they both struggle with their pasts an unexpected alliance is forged when
scarlet seeks callahan s expertise as a coach despite their initial clashes their shared dedication to the art of dance and their
wounded spirits draws them closer a spark of hope ignites one that could not only revive their careers but also redefine their
lives with every step they take on the dance floor scarlet and callahan discover the transformative power of dance it s a power
that not only heals their bodies as they perfect their routines but also mends their wounded hearts as they train relentlessly for
a life changing competition that could be their second chance at glory they find themselves entangled in a dance of emotions
through late night practices and whispered confessions they realize that the perfect partner for the dance of love might be closer
than they ever imagined embark on a journey where passion perseverance and vulnerability intertwine and where the pursuit of
dreams becomes a dance with destiny join scarlet and callahan as they navigate the twists and turns of the ballroom waltzing
through the highs and lows of their careers and the complexities of their hearts as their chemistry on the dance floor becomes
undeniable they must confront their fears and insecurities proving that sometimes life s most extraordinary love stories unfold
under the glimmering lights of the dance floor let the music carry you away as we delve into a world where dance and destiny
intertwine in ways that are simply unforgettable dancing with destiny is a captivating tale of love s reawakening of second
chances embraced with open arms and of the undeniable magic that happens when two hearts find their rhythm together

The Rough Guide to Tanzania 2015-07-01
this book aims to define new theoretical practical and methodological directions in educational research centered on the role of
the body in teaching and learning based on our phenomenological experience of the world it draws on perspectives from arts
education and aesthetics as well as curriculum theory cultural anthropology and ethnomusicology these are arenas with a rich
untapped cache of experience and inquiry that can be applied to the notions of schooling teaching and learning the book provides
examples of state of the art empirical research on the body in a variety of educational settings diverse art forms curricular
settings educational levels and cultural traditions are selected to demonstrate the complexity and richness of embodied knowledge
as they are manifested through institutional structures disciplines and specific practices

The Great American Mosaic [4 volumes] 2014-09-30
the chopsticks people of asia remain a frustrating challenge for most of us competing in the global marketplace using silence as a
language and the bamboo mind as a weapon for negotiations who are the chopsticks people forming nearly a third of the world s
population they are the chopsticks users chinese japanese koreans and vietnamese how can we best understand them for global
business how do we communicate and negotiate with them successfully how do we manage and work with them more easily how do we sell
and market to these people more effectively in dancing with dragons dr moni lai storz takes as her starting point the spiritual
beliefs of these people and reveals how these shape the unconscious psyche and culture of the chopsticks people from this
framework she arrives at ways of doing business with them more effectively and successfully being a global nomad and also a
chopsticks person herself she discloses the secrets behind the dance of the dragons when dealing with these chopsticks people this
book shows the global nomad how to cross cultures with ease and confidence dr storz provides a foundation for understanding these
chopsticks people and offers tools and useful tips for global nomads working in chopsticks cultures refreshingly easy to read this
book also has case studies of global nomads and their families living and working in this challenging environment this is a book
every executive should read and keep in their briefcase for reference when flying to their next global appointment



The Grey House Performing Arts Directory 2007
as stories of indian dance s renaissance span almost a full century there has emerged a globally dispersed community of indian
dancers scholars and audiences who are deeply committed to keeping these traditions alive and experimenting with traditional dance
languages to grapple with contemporary themes and issues scripting dance in contemporary india is an edited volume that
contributes to this field of indian dance studies the book engages with multiple dance forms of india and their representations
the contributions are eclectic including writings by both scholars and performers who share their experiential knowledge there are
four sections in the book section i titled representations has three chapters that deal with textual representations and
illustrations of dance and dancers and the significance of those representations in the present section ii titled histories in
process consists of two chapters that engage with the historiographies of dance forms and suggest that histories are narratives
that are continually created in the third section negotiations the four chapters address the different ways in which dance is
embedded in society and the different ways in which the aesthetics of a form has to negotiate with social economic and political
imperatives the final section other voices other bodies brings voices which are outside the mainstream of dance as serious art

History of British Columbia from Its Earliest Discovery to the Present Time 1894
one of the most widely used ethnographies published in the last twenty years this margaret mead award winner has been used as
required reading at more than 600 colleges and universities this personal account by a biocultural anthropologist illuminates not
soon forgotten messages involving the sobering aspects of fieldwork among malnourished children in west africa with nutritional
anthropology at its core dancing skeletons presents informal engaging and oftentimes dramatic stories that relate the author s
experiences conducting research on infant feeding and health in mali through fascinating vignettes and honest vivid descriptions
dettwyler explores such diverse topics as ethnocentrism culture shock population control breastfeeding child care the meaning of
disability and child death in different cultures female circumcision women s roles in patrilineal societies the dangers of
fieldwork and facing emotionally draining realities readers will laugh and cry as they meet the author s friends and informants
follow her through a series of encounters with both peri urban and rural bambara culture and struggle with her as she attempts to
reconcile her very different roles as objective ethnographer subjective friend and mother in the field the 20th anniversary
edition includes a 13 page q a with the author in which dettwyler responds to typical questions she has received individually from
students who have been assigned dancing skeletons as well as audience questions at lectures on various campuses the new 23 page
update on mali 2013 chapter is a factual update about economic and health conditions in mali as well as a brief summary of the
recent political unrest

Seized 2024-01-30
for their heroism and success against the enemy two of the women s regiments were honored by designation as guard regiments at
least thirty women were decorated with the gold star of hero of the soviet union their nation s highest award

The American Missionary 1879

Social Dance and the Modernist Imagination in Interwar Britain 2013



Dancing with Destiny 2023-09-12

Knowing Bodies, Moving Minds 2013-11-11

Dancing with Dragons 1999

Scripting Dance in Contemporary India 2016-01-07

Dancing Skeletons 2013-09-26

A Dance With Death 1994
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